In the literature there are many determinants for the times series of US stock returns. The most notable are: inflation, inflation uncertainty, and the relative change in the value of the US dollar. This paper aims to reconsider and update this research question. Monthly data sets are used with the S&P 500 as the measure of the stock market index, and the US trade-weighted foreign exchange rate index as the measure of the US dollar. Least squares regressions, GARCH regressions and least square regressions with endogenous calendar breakpoints are estimated. The evidence is strong that US inflation and US inflation uncertainty do not have an impact on US stock market returns. However, for the recent sample, a significant relation between the US S&P 500 and the US dollar exists, while in the older sample such a relation is negated. Finally, there is evidence that the growth rate in the money supply has a negative and delayed impact on US stock returns whatever the econometric specification. This anomalous relation runs against market efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
There are three recognized determinants of stock market returns in the literature. The first determinant is inflation, the second one is inflation uncertainty, and the last one is the foreign exchange rate. Empirically, stock returns are negatively related to actual inflation, and to expected and unexpected inflation. Nonetheless more recent theoretical and empirical evidence challenges the existence of such a negative relation, and considers this relation to be nonfundamental once a "fundamental" variable is included in the regressions [1] . This fundamental variable is derived from the Gordon constant growth dividend model, and is the change in the cost of equity.
Theoretically, there is a claim that higher inflation is caused by higher inflation uncertainty, with the direction of causality going from inflation uncertainty to inflation. Thus the assumed negative relation is between inflation uncertainty, and not inflation, and stock returns. This is due, first, to the fact that higher inflation uncertainty increases the required risk premium, leads to a higher discount rate, and lowers the discounted present value of expected future cash flows, thus resulting in a fall in stock prices. Second, economic activity is adversely affected by inflation uncertainty and, since stock returns lead economic activity, there is a negative relation between stock returns and inflation uncertainty.
Empirically there is evidence that inflation uncertainty explains stock returns better than inflation but with the same *Address correspondence to this author at the Faculty of Business Administration & Economics, Haigazian University, Mexique Street, Kantari, Beirut, Lebanon; Tel/Fax: +9611349230. E-mail: samih.azar@haigazian.edu.lb negative impact. See the survey in [2] . However, [2] presents strong evidence that inflation uncertainty also fails to explain stock returns when the same "fundamental" variable is included in the regressions, although the effect of inflation uncertainty dominates the effect of inflation on stock returns.
The rationale for the irrelevance of inflation and inflation uncertainty comes about from the following. Since higher inflation occurs with higher inflation uncertainty, inflation uncertainty increases the risk premium in the discount rate but, at the same time, expected future cash flows are higher because of more inflation, leading to no change in the present value of these expected future cash flows, and consequently stock prices remain unchanged, and stock returns are not affected.
The third relation is between US stock prices and the US dollar. There are two theoretical justifications for a link between stock markets and the foreign exchange rate. The first approach is concerned about the current account of the balance of payments [3] . A depreciation of the foreign exchange rate makes export-oriented firms more competitive and they generate more profits from international trade. Since stock prices are equal to discounted future cash flows, and since higher earnings mean higher cash flows, then stock prices are positively impacted. Nonetheless such a relation breaks down, and changes sign, if firms are import-oriented, relying on foreign inputs into their production process. In such a case a depreciation of the foreign exchange rate raises the cost of inputs and compresses profits, lowering stock prices. In both cases the causality runs from the foreign exchange rate to the stock market.
The second approach is oftentimes named the portfolio balance theory [4] . If stock prices are higher this makes people wealthier. Higher wealth increases the domestic and foreign demand for the US dollar which thereby appreciates. Higher wealth increases also the domestic demand for money, raising interest rates and attracting more foreign capital and, consequently, the US dollar again appreciates. Of course this assumes that central banks do not react by countering the rise in interest rates. However, there is an inherent problem with such a transmission channel. The change in stock prices is considered exogenous. There is a need to know which factor has caused the change in stock prices. If the change comes from higher earnings then this second approach becomes similar to the first approach whereby product exports or imports of inputs affect earnings, and therefore stock prices.
The empirical evidence on a link between stock prices and foreign exchange rates is mixed. In general the link is significant in developing countries but not in developed ones. For the latter the link may depend on the period considered in the analysis, on whether the economy is in a recession or not, or if calendar breakpoints, or more than one regime, are allowed for. See the surveys in [5, 6] .
The paper is organized as follows. The second section provides for the theoretical methodology. Section 3 gives the source of the data. Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 are the empirical parts. Section 4 studies the impact of lagged money supply growth rates on US stock returns. The following two sections, sections 5 and 6, test respectively for the statistical significance and relevance of inflation and of inflation uncertainty in stock return regressions. Including in the regressions either inflation or inflation uncertainty does not produce any statistically significant relation with the US S&P 500 log return once other fundamental variables are also included. This conforms to [1, 2, 7] . In section 7 the relevance for stock returns of the relative change in a dollar index is tested. The latter is found to be a significant explanatory variable during the more recent period. This contradicts [5] but confirms [6, 8] . Section 8 dwells on the evidence from the interest rate markets. The final section concludes.
THE MODEL
The model in this paper borrows from a relation developed by Williams [9] , Gordon and Shapiro [10] , and Gordon [11, 12] and which is:
where P is the stock price, D is the real dividend, E is aftertax real earnings, π is the constant payout ratio, k is the cost of equity, g is the constant growth rate in dividends, and measures also the capital gain's yield, and t is the time period. Taking a Taylor series expansion of equation (1), with higher order terms omitted, one finds:
Dividing both sides of equation (2) by P one obtains:
Equation (3) identifies three fundamental variables that explain the relative change in stock prices. The first is the periodic rate of change in the stock price, the second is the change in k, and the third is the relative change in real earnings E. The first variable should produce a coefficient equal to the average drift in stock prices. The second variable should produce a coefficient equal to the negative of the inverse of the dividend yield. And the third variable should produce a coefficient that has a unitary coefficient. Equation (3) summarizes all theoretical factors that explain the relative price change of a stock.
The effect of inflation and inflation uncertainty on stock prices work through the nominal cost of equity k, and through the constant dividend growth rate g. Since inflation and inflation uncertainty are positively correlated, both increase the nominal k and the nominal g, keeping the difference (k -g) constant. The effect of the foreign exchange rate comes about from the indirect effect of this rate on real earnings E. Total earnings E are now the sum of domestic earnings E d and foreign earnings E f . Let it be assumed that E d = κ E , and that E f = 1−κ ( )E , with 0 < κ < 1 . If X denotes the foreign exchange rate, whereby an increase in X is a depreciation of the US dollar, then it is reasonable to state that the following relations exist [13] , with A being a positive constant, and q being the volume of trade in units, such as either exports or imports depending on the case:
In equation (4) θ is a constant that can be either positive and higher than +1 if the firm is export-oriented, or negative if the firm is import-oriented, or it may be statistically insignificant if both transmission channels work together. Replacing E in equation (1) by E d + E f , using the relations between E d and E f with E, using the term to the left of equations (4) for E f , and noting that the average drift
e. one month, since the data is monthly, the following model can be derived:
Equation (5) is in continuous time. The discrete time version is:
where log is the natural logarithm, Δ is the first-difference operator, µ, β , γ and λ are the regression constants, and ε is the regression residual. Equation (6) is a relation between the change in the natural logs of a stock price and three independent variables. The first is the change in k, with the proportionality factor being equal to the negative inverse of the dividend yield, k − g ( ) = D t+1 / P t , which happens to be also the (modified) duration of the stock [14, 15] . The second variable is the relative change in domestic real earnings whose coefficient measures the share of domestic income out of total income. And the third variable is the relative change in the foreign exchange rate, whose coefficient measures the economic exposure of the typical firm. The constant or intercept should indicate the average (monthly) drift. Equation (6) 
DATA SOURCE
The data series for the US monthly S&P 500, the monthly US baa corporate bond yield, the monthly MZM money supply, the monthly consumer price index (CPI, all items), the monthly real personal disposable income, and the monthly trade-weighted US dollar index, are all retrieved from the web site of the Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis. An increase in the US dollar index is an appreciation of the US dollar. The first differences of the natural logs of the S&P 500, of the CPI, of the MZM money supply, of the real personal disposable income, and of the US dollar are all calculated. These 5 differenced variables are all stationary in distribution when the Phillips and Perron unit root test [16] , with a constant and a trend, is applied to them. The actual pvalues for the null hypotheses of a unit root are all less than 0.0001. The change in the baa corporate bond yield, divided by 1200 to get monthly decimal figures, is utilized in the regressions. This differenced variable is found to be stationary in distribution when the same unit root test as before is applied to it, with an actual p-value less than 0.0001 under the null of a unit root. This variable stands as a proxy for Δ k ( ) . This choice is dictated by the observation that the baa corporate bond yield carries substantial default risk and its variation should be close to that of the cost of equity. Even if there is an inherent measurement error with such a proxy to the cost of equity the econometric problem that arises seems to be light [1] . The continuously compounded real personal disposable income stands as a proxy for the relative change in real earnings. In [2] the industrial production index replaces real personal disposable income as the measure of stock earnings.
THE DELAYED EFFECT OF MONEY GROWTH RATES
The regression in equation (6) is first estimated without the log return of the US dollar index, but including lagged values of the growth rate in the MZM money supply ( Table  1 ). The rationale is that money supply may affect stock prices with "long and variables lags," although an immediate impact is more reasonable if market efficiency is to hold. Moreover market efficiency implies also that share prices react to changes in expectations about money supply well before the actual change happens. Hence the finding of a delayed effect is extremely anomalous. Nonetheless intellectual honesty binds the author of this paper to report the results as they are. Moreover, the other regression results are little affected by the inclusion of this delayed effect, and this effect remains significant in all the different specifications that are carried out. For all these reasons it was decided to keep the lagged variables in the estimated models.
All computations are carried out with the statistical software EViews 8 [17] . The second column of Table 1 includes the eleventh lagged value of the growth rate of the money supply. The third column in the same table includes the twelfth lag of that same variable. The fourth column includes the thirteenth lag. The fifth column includes all 3 lags together, and the last column includes the average of the three lagged growth rates. All regressions include a GARCH(1,1) specification of the conditional variance of the residuals. In all five specifications the coefficients in the conditional variance equations are all statistically significantly different from zero.
The impact of the change in the proxy for the cost of equity is highly significant statistically with absolute tstatistics ranging between 5.956396 and 6.071149. The coefficients on this proxy vary closely between -58.05973 and -58.46895. The absolute values of these coefficients are estimates of the (modified) duration. Hence the duration is between 58.05973 and 58.46895 years. The specification in column 6 of Table 1 gives an estimated duration of 58.43239 years.
The impact of the log change in real personal disposable income is also statistically significant. The t-statistics range between 2.526202 and 2.665431. The estimates of the impact vary between 0.489331 and 0.516063. The specification in column 6 of Table 1 gives an estimate of the impact of 0.514542, an impact which is statistically significantly different from +1 with an absolute t-statistic of 2.50758. Hence real stock earnings do not move proportionately with real personal disposable income and this is as expected theoretically from the fact that 0 < κ < 1 in equation (5) .
The regression results in Table 1 show that the three lagged values of the growth rate of the money supply have statistically significant impacts on the log returns of the S&P 500. It seems that it takes between 11 and 13 months for the effect of the money supply to be felt in stock prices. The absolute t-statistics are 2.709045 for the eleventh lag, 2.891382 for the twelfth lag, and 2.788022 for the thirteenth lag. When all three lags are included (5 th column of Table 1 ) they are individually insignificant statistically with the lowest p-value being 0.1752. However, a Wald test that the three coefficients on the lagged growth rates are jointly zero rejects this null hypothesis with an actual p-value of 0.0044. In addition the log likelihood ratio test for the same hypothesis has a p-value of 0.0031. Therefore the three coefficients are not jointly statistically insignificant. The last specification in column 6 of Table 1 , in which is included the average of the three lagged growth rates of the money supply, is selected to be the best one by all three information criteria, the Akaike, Schwarz, and Hannan-Quinn criteria. That is why this specification is chosen in subsequent analysis. The average lagged money growth rate has an impact of -0.870091 with an absolute t-statistic of 3.546191. The impact is statistically insignificantly different from -1 with a t-statistic of 0.529462. However the fact that this impact is delayed and negative, and statistically significantly so, is very puzzling because the theoretical expectations are that money supply should have a positive and immediate impact on stock prices.
Finally, the estimate of the yearly average equity return, obtained from the intercept of the last specification in column 6 of Table 1 , is 11.3905%. This estimate compares with an estimate of 11.3% in Brealey et al. [18] . Hence the model provides for reasonable estimates, implying that the underlying specification is deemed appropriate.
THE IRRELEVANCE OF INFLATION
First the same unit root test as before is conducted on the inflation variable. The null hypothesis of a unit root is easily rejected at a marginal significance level less than 0.0001. Column 2 of Table 2 presents the econometric results of the regression that includes this continuously compounded inflation rate, in addition to the proxy for the change in the cost of equity, to the proxy for the relative change in real earnings, and to the delayed money supply average growth rate. Applying the Pai-Perron test [19, 20] for an endogenous calendar breakpoint finds no breaks. All coefficients have the correct sign and statistical significance except the coefficient on the inflation rate which is statistically insignificantly different from zero with an absolute t-statistic of 0.487215. Table 2 adds to the above regression a GARCH(1,1) specification of the conditional variance. Again all coefficients have the correct sign and statistical significance except the coefficient on the inflation rate which is statistically insignificantly different from zero with an absolute t-statistic of 0.219542.
Column 3 of
Inflation is then modeled as an ARIMA(0,1,1) process and the fitted values and the residuals are generated. Including these two variables, in place of the actual inflation rate, provides the results in column 4 of Table 2 . All coefficients have the correct sign and statistical significance except the two coefficients on the predicted inflation rate and on the innovations in the inflation rate, which are statistically insignificantly different from zero with absolute t-statistics of 1.197264 and 1.415218 respectively. Applying a Wald test under the null that both these two coefficients are jointly zero gives an actual p-value of 0.3653, failing to reject the null hypothesis.
In column 5 of Table 2 a GARCH(1,1) model of the conditional variance is added to the model in the previous paragraph. All coefficients have the correct sign and statistical significance except the two coefficients on the predicted inflation rate and on the innovations in the inflation rate, which are statistically insignificantly different from zero with absolute t-statistics of 1.010066 and 0.955703 respectively. Applying a Wald test under the null that both these two coefficients are jointly zero gives an actual p-value of 0.5539, failing to reject the null hypothesis.
Finally, the absolute residuals are added to the model in the previous paragraph to test for a possible differential effect of positive and negative inflation errors. All coefficients have the correct sign and statistical significance except the three coefficients on the predicted inflation rate, the innovations in the inflation rate, and the absolute values of these innovations, which are statistically insignificantly different from zero with absolute t-statistics of 1.025360, 0.951314, and 0.166536 respectively. Applying a Wald test under the null that all these three coefficients are jointly zero gives an actual p-value of 0.7556, failing to reject the null hypothesis.
All these results point to the same fact. Inflation does not enter significantly in regressions that explain stock returns once fundamental variables are included in these regressions. This is true when inflation is taken as it is, when inflation is separated into its predicted and unpredicted components, and when the unpredicted component is separated into positive and negative values. The negative relations in the literature are simply due to the misspecification of the econometric model. Moreover, the three information criteria, Akaike, Schwarz, and Hannan-Quinn, select the model in Table 1 , column 6, over all five models in Table 2 . Notably the model in Table 1 , column 6, includes none of the inflation-related variables.
The coefficients on the other variables in the regressions of Table 2 have signs and magnitudes that are comparable to the estimates in Table 1 . The stock durations range between 50.99889 years and 57.93669 years and their t-statistics are between 4.301666 and 6.006794. The coefficients on the relative change in real personal disposable income range between 0.495110 and 0.617094 with t-statistics that are between 2.564089 and 3.042664. And the coefficients on the average lagged money growth rates range between -0.766744 and -0.870243 with absolute t-statistics that are between 2.921106 and 3.545438. The intercepts imply average annual equity returns between 11.847% and 14.319%, estimates which are rather on the high side.
THE IRRELEVANCE OF INFLATION UNCERTAI-NTY
As in [2] , inflation uncertainty is measured by two proxies: the absolute value of the inflation rate and the square of the inflation rate. The rationale behind such assumptions is also found in [2] . Other proxies for inflation uncertainty have their own drawbacks. Unit root tests, as has been done previously, are applied to these two variables. The two null hypotheses of a unit root are easily rejected at marginal significance levels less than 0.0001. Hence these two proxies for inflation uncertainty are stationary in distribution. Table 3 presents the empirical results that include these two proxies in addition to the other three variables: the proxy for the change in the cost of equity, the proxy for the relative change in real earnings and the delayed impact of the average money growth rate.
Column 2 of Table 3 selects the absolute value of inflation and adds a GARCH(1,1) model of the conditional variance. All coefficients have the correct sign and statistical significance except the coefficient on the absolute value of the inflation rate, which is statistically insignificantly different from zero with a t-statistic of 0.043652. Column 3 of Table 3 selects the square of inflation and adds a GARCH(1,1) model of the conditional variance. All coefficients have the correct sign and statistical significance except the coefficient on the square of the inflation rate, which is statistically insignificantly different from zero with an absolute t-statistic of 0.018718. No calendar breakpoints are selected for the regression with the absolute value of the inflation rate. And the latter variable has a coefficient which is still statistically insignificantly different from zero with an absolute t-statistic of 0.301779 (column 4 of Table 3 ).
However when the Bai-Perron test for a calendar breakpoint is applied to the regression with the square of inflation as the measure of inflation uncertainty, a breakpoint is selected on October 1974. In the ancient sample (1960M03-1974M09) the square of inflation has a statistically significant coefficient with an absolute t-statistic of 3.076655, while the average growth rate of the money supply does not carry a significant coefficient (t-statistic: 0.928118). In the more recent sample (1974M10-2013M11) the square of inflation has an insignificant coefficient, but all other coefficients have the expected signs and statistical significance. If the regression of the distant sample is estimated separately and without the average money growth variable, the coefficient on the square of inflation is still statistically significant (absolute t-statistic: 2.483767), but less so than previously. As argued in [7] this is due to the non-stationarity of the underlying variable. An augmented Dickey-Fuller test [21] , with a constant but without a trend, produces a p-value of 0.9975, and the same test with a trend produces a p-value of 0.9982. Hence the null of nonstationarity is not rejected. This implies that the distribution The above results have provided strong evidence that, not only is inflation irrelevant, but inflation uncertainty is also irrelevant in stock regressions that include other fundamental variables. Hence neither inflation nor inflation uncertainty explains significantly stock returns. The reason for such a result is that higher inflation increases both the nominal cash flows and the discount rate, leaving stock prices unchanged. Since inflation and inflation uncertainty are positively correlated an increase in inflation uncertainty produces the same result as that of inflation, meaning that stock prices and stock returns remain unaffected. The coefficients on the other variables in the regressions in Table 3 have the correct and the same signs as those in Tables 1 and 2 . However the magnitudes of these coefficients are more variable, although their high statistical significance is not affected.
In parts of the literature inflation uncertainty is measured by a GARCH process [22, 23 ]. An EGARCH model [24] for the conditional variance of inflation is estimated. The conditional mean equation includes six lagged values of the inflation rate that all turn out to have statistically significant coefficients. The logs of the fitted GARCH volatilities are included in the regressions on the log return of the S&P 500 together with the proxy for the cost of equity, and to the continuously compounded growth rate in real disposable income. The delayed effect of the money supply growth rates is included in an additional regression. Table 4 reproduces the results. The coefficients on the logged GARCH variable are statistically insignificant whatever the model and whatever the sample sub-period. For example when the lagged money growth rates are excluded from the regression the t-statistic on the logged GARCH variable is 0.2618, while the t-statistic is 0.0580 when the lagged money growth rates are included. In addition in breaking the sample into two sub-periods the t-statistic on the logged GARCH variable is 1.6405 in the older sample and in the recent sample it is 0.7625. Therefore the evidence is strong that a GARCH estimate of the inflation uncertainty provides statistically insignificant results exactly like when other proxy measures of inflation uncertainty are used.
THE EFFECT OF THE US DOLLAR (ECONOMIC EXPOSURE)
In this section regression equation (6) is estimated as it is, and includes the relative change in the trade-weighted US dollar index. Inflation, absolute inflation, and the square of inflation are added separately as variables together with the other two fundamental variables and the delayed effect of the average money growth rate. Table 5 presents the empirical results. All regressions are modeled with a GARCH(1,1) process of the conditional variance. In the regression presented in column 2 of Table 5 , the null hypothesis that the two coefficients on the log return of the US dollar and on the inflation rate are both statistically insignificantly different from zero fails to be rejected with an actual p-value of 0.4782. All other coefficients are statistically significant except for the coefficient on the relative change of real personal disposable income which is only marginally significant (t-statistic: 1.9300). In the regression presented in column 3 of Table 5 , the null hypothesis that the two coefficients on the log return of the US dollar and on the absolute inflation rate are both statistically insignificantly different from zero fails to be rejected with an actual p-value of 0.4857. All other coefficients are statistically significant except for the coefficient on the relative change of real personal disposable income which is only marginally significant (t-statistic: 1.9356). In the regression presented in column 4 of Table 5 , the null hypothesis that the two coefficients on the log return of the US dollar and on the square of the inflation rate are both statistically insignificantly different from zero fails to be rejected with an actual p-value of 0.4924. All other coefficients are statistically significant, except for the coefficient on the relative change of real personal disposable income which is only marginally significant (t-statistic: 1.9424). Notably, the three coefficients in the three above regressions on the average lagged money growth rates are statistically highly significant with actual absolute t-statistics of 3.583844, 3.583266, and 3.608742 respectively. regression equation (6), which includes again the relative change in the trade-weighted US dollar index. Inflation, absolute inflation, and the square of inflation are also added separately as variables, as well as the other three variables identified above. However, the statistical procedure that is implemented in Table 6 is the Bai-Perron least squares with a calendar breakpoint, but without a model of the conditional variance. The three regressions have a breakpoint on July 1998, which is the same breakpoint as in [6] . What is noteworthy is that, in the three models, the sample before the breakpoint produces statistically insignificant coefficients on the relative change in the US dollar, and on each one of the coefficients on inflation, absolute inflation, and the square of inflation. The actual p-values are respectively 0.6813, 0.7667, and 0.8330, and these fail to reject the three joint null hypotheses that the respective two coefficients are zero. All other coefficients are statistically significantly different from zero, including the coefficients on the relative change in real personal disposable income and on the average lagged money growth rate. However, in the recent samples, i.e. the samples from 1998M07 to 2013M11, the only significant coefficients are those on the log return of the US dollar index, with absolute t-statistics of 4.164494, 4.172982, and 4.134442. All the other coefficients are jointly insignificantly different from zero with respective actual pvalues of 0.3251, 0.2929, and 0.3047. Therefore the evidence is strong that there is a calendar breakpoint that divides the sample into two different regimes. One of the regimes finds the relative change in the US dollar as the only insignificant variable, and the other regime finds this relative change as the only significant variable. These results corroborate those in [6, 8] . In addition like in [6, 8] a depreciation of the US dollar increases stock returns.
From Table 6 estimates of two theoretical parameters can be deduced. The first parameter is κ , the share of domestic income out of total income (see equation (5)), and the estimates range from 56.0% to 57.2%, figures that do not seem to be out of place. See for example [25] . The second parameter is θ , the foreign exchange rate elasticity of foreign income (see equations (4)), and the estimates range from 3.654 to 3.737, all being higher than +1 as expected. This means that a 1% depreciation of the US dollar leads to about a 3.7% rise in foreign-based income, or even in Table 6 . Regressions on Δ log S & P500 ( ) ( ) . exports. Starting from equilibrium it can be demonstrated that:
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The last term in equations (7) implies that the effect of the relative change of the foreign exchange rate on total income 1−κ ( )θ is nothing else but the coefficient of this relative change in the estimated regressions (see equation (5)). The estimates of this coefficient, obtained from Table 6 , vary between -1.6009 and -1.6080, with a minimum absolute t-statistic of 4.1344. Therefore a 1% depreciation of the US dollar leads to around a 1.6% rise in total income and in stock returns. This dual effect, being statistically highly significant, adds to the evidence in [26] , but runs counter the more recent evidence in [27] . Paradoxically, and although their evidence is weak, [28] find that a depreciation of the euro has a negative, and not a positive, impact on European stock returns.
THE EVIDENCE FROM THE INTEREST RATE MARKETS
In this section related empirical evidence from the interest rate markets is surveyed. This is crucial because the empirical evidence in the bond market is at odds with that in the stock market, and sheds a new light on the estimated relations in this paper.
The fundamental theoretical starting point is the Fisher equation [29] :
In equation (8) R stands for the nominal return on a financial asset, either a stock or a bond, π e is the expected, or ex ante, inflation rate, that is often approximated by the actual inflation rate, and r e is the expected, or ex ante, real rate. The usual assumption is that the real ex ante return is constant, or at least stationary, which implies that the nominal return on the asset varies unit proportionally with expected inflation. As Campbell and Ammer [30, p. 33] write: "increases in long-run expected inflation tend to drive the stock market up and the bond market down." In other terms expected inflation tends to increase bond yields and reduce stock returns, and therefore the Fisher equation tends to apply to bonds in the interest rate market but not to stocks in the stock market.
Mehra [31] finds that anticipated inflation and the level of the interest rate are cointegrated, meaning that there is a long run relation between the two of them, with a cointegration coefficient equal to +1. However Kasibhatla [32] finds evidence for an "augmented Fisher effect" whereby the coefficient of proportionality is statistically significantly higher than +1. According to [33] , this feature is explained by taxation and hence it is necessary to compute the after-tax Fisher effect which [33] find to be unitary. Barr and Pesaran [34] study bonds in the U.K. market. They find a strong relation between unexpected movements in bond prices and revision of expectations to inflation. Bandholz et al. [35] test for a general interest rate model that includes the stance of monetary policy, the effect of business cycles, and the impact of inflation expectations. This is a model quite similar in structure to this paper's model. If the short rate is included with the other three regressors, and under the pure expectations hypothesis of the term structure, the expected coefficient on the short rate should be +1, and that on the expected inflation rate should be zero. However [35] find that, in the long run, both coefficients are positive and statistically significant. Bae and Yi [36] study the bond and the stock market conjointly and test for the presence of structural breaks in the time series. They adopt two different methods for identifying the breaks which they express as a persistent supply shock to the firm's production function, and thereby a persistent shock to the marginal return on capital, i.e. the real rate, making it a non-stationary variable. They present evidence that the negative relation between inflation and stock returns is limited to certain periods only. The same applies to the interest rate market. In brief, during the period after the first quarter of 1982, the Fisher hypothesis cannot be rejected in both markets. This means that stocks are a hedge to inflation and that their relation with inflation is positive and statistically insignificantly different from +1. This evidence runs contrary to the evidence in parts of the literature of a negative relation in the stock market. The existence of both a positive and a negative relation implies that the true relation may simply be insignificant as found in this paper. Most of the above authors [31-33, 35, 36] find expected inflation to possess a non-stationary distributional property in contrast to the evidence in this paper. The reason may lie in the sample period selected, in the data frequency utilized, and on the presence of any breaks. For example, Malliaropulos [37] finds a structural break in the data that, when accounted for, makes the relevant series stationary. Nonetheless he finds strong support for a Fisher effect between inflation and nominal interest rates both in the medium term and in the long run.
Cebula [38, 39] tests for the effect of US budget deficits on long term interest rates, whether nominal [38] or real [39] . He uses corporate bond yields as a measure of the longterm interest rate. One variable that is included in the regressions is the lagged ratio of the money supply M2 over GDP. He finds that this lagged variable has a statistically significant and negative effect on interest rates. 1 Since his data has a quarterly frequency the first lag of such a variable represents a delay of at least a quarter. This evidence is similar to, and in line with, the evidence in this paper about the negative effect of lagged money supply.
Finally two papers, not yet referred to, dwell on the effect of inflation uncertainty in the bond market [40, 41] . Both [40, 41] find that this effect is statistically significant in the bond market, although the evidence in [40] is not that strong and depends on the variable that proxies for uncertainty, and
